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3.. ON HOW MICRO-SCALE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
ALASKANN FJORD DEPOSITS CAN BE USED IN 
DISTINGUISHINGG GRAVITY-DRIVEN FROM SUBGLACIAL 
DEFORMATION N 

Abstractt - Thin section samples of recent fjord deposits from Alaska were studied in order to 

validatee previously proposed sedimentary mechanisms. Detailed observations seem to confirm 

thatt the sediments are cyclopel-sequences with intercalated layers of iceberg rafted diamict 

andd sandy turbidites. 

Thee main reason for studying the samples was to shed some light into the processes involved 

inn the deformation of glacimarine deposits. We arrived at the conclusion that microscopically 

identifiedd shear zones exhibit a configuration that can be regarded diagnostic for 

deformationn resulting from gravity-driven sliding of sediment. We propose a model that 

allowss us to distinguish this type of deformation from deformation developing underneath a 

groundedd glacier. 

WithWith Powell, R.D., Cowan, E A. and Zaniewski, K. To be submitted to Journal of Sedimentary 

Research. Research. 

INTRODUCTION N 

Thatt gravity-induced failure of sediment is a common process in glacimarine 

environmentss has been reported by many authors (e.g. Kurtz and Anderson, 1979; 

Powell,, 1980; 1994; Domack, 1982; Anderson et al, 1983; Wright et al., 1983; Syvitski et 

al,al, 1987; Carlson et al., 1992). 

Conditionss in a glacimarine environment are generally such that sediment material 

depositedd in proximity to an ice front (or better: in proximity to a grounding line) is 

highlyy susceptible to down slope re-distributions. Particularly when a grounding line is 

dynamic,, i.e. when its position frequently changes, conditions are ideal for seafloor 

depositss to fail. As it requires just a slightly sloping surface and (minor) shock waves to 

triggerr a mass movement (cf. Prior et al, 1984), the combination of the commonly very 

pronouncedd bathymetry of a glacially affected seafloor and the ubiquitous currents can 

actuallyy be considered perfect. 

InIn spite of their common occurrence, the identification of subaqueous mass movement 
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depositss in a sedimentary record still proves to be problematic (see e.g. Anderson, 1983; 

Powell,, 1994). One reason for this is that such deposits may compositionally and 

texturallyy be identical to the deposits from which they were derived. In other words: 

masss movement deposits, i.e. the deposits that have 'come to rest' after mobilisation, 

mayy have preserved many, if not all of the sedimentary characteristics of the primary 

depositss (the deposits before mobilisation). Another reason is that even establishing that 

aa certain sediment is deformed - something that is due to happen during re-distribution 

-- may not be sufficient to confirm that the sediment under consideration is a mass 

movementt deposit. There is always a possibility that deformation in sediments of 

'groundingg line records' was the result of the 'impact' of grounded ice. 

Too study deformation structures resulting from gravity-driven sediment movements in 

moree detail, we acquired a series of thin section samples from core material from 

Alaska.. Because the gravity cores that we selected for sub-sampling penetrated recent 

fjordd deposits only, and because the locations from which they were recovered were well 

beyondd the reach of present-day ice advances, we can - in advance - rule out the 

possibilityy that exhibited microstructures are the result of subglacial deformation. The 

deformedd sediments that were encountered may therefore be qualified as 'reference' 

masss movement deposits. 

Inn our paper we first describe the micro-scale sedimentary and deformational features. 

Wee explain individual structures in terms of processes that are thought to be 

responsiblee for their formation. Finally - on basis of our theoretical considerations - we 

proposee a conceptual model that addresses the distinction between structures resulting 

fromm the observed gravity-driven deformation and those resulting from subglacial 

deformation. . 

SAMPLESS AND TECHNIQUES 

Inn our micromorphological study we describe and analyse small-scale characteristics -

bothh sedimentary and deformational - of recent deposits from temperate glacial fjords 

off  Glacier Bay, Disenchantment Bay and Yakutat Bay, Alaska (Fig. 3.1). Investigated 

sampless - listed in Table 3.1 - were taken from short gravity cores recovered during 1993 

andd 1994 Alpha Helix cruises to the area. The samples that represent 8 to 15 cm long 

intervalss of the 6-cm-diameter cores (logs in Figure 3.2) were - in order to allow thin 

sectioningg of the soft sediments - air-dried and subsequently impregnated with an 

unsaturatedd polyester resin (synolite). We prepared the thin sections following a 

proceduree outlined in e.g. Murphy (1986) or Van der Meer (1996). 
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TABLEE 3.1 

Sample e 
C.237 7 
C.238 8 
C.239 9 
C.241 1 
C.242 2 
C.243 3 
C.244 4 
C.245 5 
C.247 7 
C.248 8 
C.249 9 
C.250 0 
C.251 1 

Informationn on investigated samples. 

Core e 
AHH 93 YB GC-07 
AHH 93 YB GC-12 
AH93YBGC-18 8 
AHH 93 YB GC-22 
AHH 94 YB GC-07 
AHH 94 YB GC-07 
AH94YBGC-16 6 
AH94YBGC-16 6 
AHH 93 GB GC-27 
AHH 93 GB GC-28 
AHH 93 GB GC-28 
AHH 94 GB GC-28 
AHH 94 GB GC-28 

Interval l 
170-185cmbsf f 
92-1066 cmbsf 
400 - 55 cmbsf 
1955 - 203 cmbsf 
800 - 95 cmbsf 
1300 - 140 cmbsf 
9 5-- 110 cmbsf 
1333 - 141 cmbsf 
1388 - 148 cmbsf 
180-1933 cmbsf 
198-2111 cmbsf 
15-300 cmbsf 
2977 - 310 cmbsf 

Location n 
Disenchantmentt Bay, Alaska 
Disenchantmentt Bay, Alaska 
Disenchantmentt Bay, Alaska 
Disenchantmentt Bay, Alaska 
YakutatYakutat Bay, Alaska 
Yakutatt Bay, Alaska 
Yakutatt Bay, Alaska 
YakutatYakutat Bay, Alaska 
Tarrr Inlet, Glacier Bay, Alaska 
Tarrr Inlet, Glacier Bay, Alaska 
Tarrr Inlet, Glacier Bay, Alaska 
Muirr Inlet, Glacier Bay, Alaska 
Muirr Inlet, Glacier Bay, Alaska 

FIGUREE 3.1. Map of the area. Indicated are the core locations. 

Qualitativee analyses of the thin-sectioned samples were carried out on basis of 

observationss using a Leica™ optical transmission microscope (up to 35x magnification). 

Thee terminology that is used to describe observed microscopic features is consistent 

withh the pedological nomenclature suggested by Brewer (1976). 
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Thee images that were used in the quantitative analysis of identified deformational 
featuress are photomicrographs (covering 12 x 18 mm in the thin section) obtained with 
ann analogue Leica™ camera. Such images were digitised and subjected to a multi-
spectrall  analysis. To do so, we took small, representative sub-images of 512 by 512 pixels 
off  the photomicrographs and visually enhanced them by modifying contrast and colour 
tabless in a TNT-LITE™ image analysis program. Running a supervised classification 
proceduree in this program enabled us to separate 'deformational characteristics' from 
theirr 'background' while maintaining original data integrity. Orientations of the linear 
featuress that had our special interest could be easily measured using built-in tools. 

SEDIMENTARYY FEATURES 

Thee thin sections represent fine-grained, rhythmically laminated muds, which are 
regularlyy intercalated with thin diamict beds. Thin silty and sandy beds occur less 
regularlyy (see Fig. 3.2). Although these sedimentary characteristics - notably the 'micro-
laminations'' in the mud - are often hardly discernible in macroscopic view, all three of 
thesee features are quite apparent in thin sections of the cores. 

AM93YBGC077 AH93YBGC12 AH93YBOC18 AH93YBGC22 AH94YBGC07 

AHMYBGC166 AH93QBGC27 AH93G8GC2B AH94GBGC2S 

FIGUREE 3. 2. Generalised logs of the gravity cores. 
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Thee lamination in the muddy intervals of the cores consists of a great number of 
subsequentt 'silt-clay couplets'. Similar features in other fjord deposits were named 
cyclopelss by Mackiewicz et al. (1984). We established that usually individual couplets 
consistt of thin laminae of sandy silt (just a few grain-diameters thick, sharp basal 
contact)) that grade upward into thicker laminae (up to a few mm) of poorly sorted silty 
mudd (Fig. 3.3a). Occasionally the silt-clay differentiation was found to be less distinct. 
Inn such cases the cyclopel is in fact reduced to a single, homogeneous layer of 'fluffy' , 
siltyy mud, while the outer boundaries are often more gradational (Fig. 3.3b). 
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FIGUREE 3.3a. (previous page) Detail of thin section C.249 in plane light (photomicrograph 
correctlyy positioned: top of the thin section to the top). The longer side of the image represents 
18.00 mm. The image shows one of the intervals with cyclopel-lamination. Note that the lower 
contactss of the individual silt-clay couplets are generally sharp. FIGURE 3.3b. Detail of thin 
sectionn C.248 in plane light. Top of the thin section is to the left. The longer side of the image 
representss 18.0 mm. The right half of the image is similar to the interval in 3a, whereas the left 
halff  is siltier: occasionally a subtle lamination signal can be discerned. FIGURE 3.3c. Detail of 
thinn section C.239 in plane light. Top of the thin section is to the left. The longer side of the 
imagee represents 18.0 mm. Coarse diamictic sediment is concentrated in beds of homogeneous 
compositionn that 'separate' distinctly laminated intervals. Note that the 'impact' of the pebble on 
thee left caused a dropstone-characteristic in the lamination. FIGURE 3.3d. Detail of thin section 
C.2399 in plane light (correct position). The longer side of the image represents 18.0 mm. Within 
thee diamict beds a faintly laminated signal can still be discerned. FIGURE 3.3e. Detail of thin 
sectionn C.247 in cross-polarised light. Top of the thin section is to the left. The longer side of the 
imagee represents 18.0 mm. A distinct, sandy lamina within a homogeneous muddy, although 
faintlyy laminated core interval. Note sharp lower contact and fining-up grading. 

Assumingg that the 'micro-laminations' that we found are indeed cyclopel-sequences we 

cann say that they are likely to have their origin in a process of cyclic particle settling in 

ann ice-proximal marine environment (cf. Mackiewicz et al., 1984). In the depositional 

modell  that Mackiewicz and co-workers proposed to explain the cyclopels, turbid 

meltwaterr plumes emerging from underneath (subglacial) or from within tidewater 

glacierss (englacial) play an important role: it is envisaged that fine particles suspended 

inn such plumes are released from the 'cloud' only at very specific times in a tidal cycle, 

i.e.. when the meltwater current 'interacts' with tidal currents. 

Differencess in 'settling velocity' between clay (floccules) and silt and sand grains are 

heldd responsible for the observed kind of micro-lamination: the delayed 'arrival' of the 

lighterr clay particles with respect to the heavier particles would account for the 

formationn of one silt-clay couplet in the course of each tidal cycle. Where - as in Figure 

3.3bb - the cyclopels are less distinct we suggest that either during or shortly after 

depositionn they were slightly reworked by bottom currents. Alternatively, the distance 

travelledd by the particles through the water column may have been of influence. 

Thee coarser sediment fraction in the thin-sectioned samples ranges from sand- to 

pebble-size.. Sand grains and fine pebbles were commonly observed within the cyclopel-

sequences,, but more often coarse material was found to be concentrated in gradationally 

boundedd diamict beds, actually separating the cyclopel sequences (Fig. 3.3c). Such 

diamictt beds are generally up to 5 cm thick, although also much thicker examples occur 

(seee logs in Fig. 3.2). 

Thee presence of coarse material in the cores reflects processes of ice rafting, either from 

icebergss (IBRD) or from seasonal ice cover. We argue that the diamict beds have formed 
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duringg the winter half year when the deposition of coarser material from icebergs or 
dirtyy brash ice is likely to outpace the cyclopel-production. One should note that with 
diminishingg meltwater discharge cyclopel-production is obviously reduced considerably, 
butt that it is not necessarily zero: within some diamict units, occasional lamination 
couldd still be discerned (Fig. 3.3d). 

Thin,, sandy beds with sharp upper and lower contacts also occur in the samples (Fig. 
3.3e).. Usually the thickness of these beds lies in the order of a few millimetres. Because 
theirr occurrence seems to be random, we explain them as resulting from episodic 
processess such as traction currents or turbidity currents (cf. Mackiewicz et ah, 1984). 
Grainss in such beds are usually fairly sorted (between 50 to 100 urn). The units often 
exhibitt normal grading. Thicker (silty) sand layers (up to cm-size), which generally show 
noo grading and poor sorting, may be attributed to high concentration suspension 
phasess (Domack, 1984; Cowan and Powell, 1990). 

Summarising,, it can be said that the investigated glacimarine deposits from the Alaskan 
fjord-environmentt predominantly reflect temporal changes in sediment supply. The 
cyclopelss are likely to reflect diurnal fluctuations, while the diamict-mud successions are 
probablyy seasonal. Events of current activity are distinguished by non-cyclic, 'solitary' 
sandyy intercalations. Sedimentation rates are assumed to be in the order of centimetres 
orr decimetres per year (cf. Cowan et al., 1997). 

DEFORMATIONALL FEATURES 

Thee sedimentary features that were discussed in the previous section can also be studied 
inn X-ray images of the cores. A lot of the characteristics that are related to syn- and 
(early)) post-depositional, gravity-driven deformation on the other hand - our main 
reasonn for investigating the Alaskan sediments in the first place - can only be observed 
inn thin section. 
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FIGUREE 3.4a. (previous page) Detail of thin section C.244 in cross-polarised light (correct 
position).. The longer side of the image represents 4.5 mm. Micro-scale load structures. Sand 
sinkingg into underlying mud. Note plasmic fabric development at the contact. FIGURE 3.4b. 
Detaill  of thin section C.238 in plane light (correct position). The longer side of the image 
representss 5.6 mm. Fluid escape structure. Water must have escaped upward in two directions 
fromm the faint, horizontal silt lamina near the base of the image, hereby removing fines (clays) 
andd leaving the silts as a 'residue'. 

Inn the class 'localised disturbances' we observed a lot of micro-scale load and flame 

structuress (Fig. 3.4a), which we attribute to reverse density gradients. The structures 

developp when coarse and heavy ice-rafted material is deposited on top of weakly 

consolidated,, meltwater-derived mud. The formation of the features requires a 

significantt contrast in kinematic viscosity (cf. Mills , 1983; Rijsdijk, 1999). 

Post-depositionall  response to differential compaction is reflected in isolated fluid escape 

structures.. Such structures show up as small-scale, subvertical 'tracks' that commonly 

originatee in relatively coarse-grained bodies (mostly silt or sand laminae) and that 

commonlyy 'terminate' or 'disperse' in overlying mud units (Fig. 3.4b). 

Explainingg the structures is straightforward: where pore-water deeper in the sediment 

columnn gets 'trapped' because new material is continuously deposited on top, it wil l 

' lookk for' ways to escape. Following pressure gradients, the water wil l in most cases flow 

rapidlyy upwards. Where mud is overlying the pressurised aquifer layer, the outflow of 

waterr wil l exert a fluid drag on the fine particles, which wil l consequently be removed 

(seee Mills , 1983). This leaves the thin tracks of relatively 'clean' silt that were observed in 

somee of the thin sections. 

FIGUREE 3.5a. Detail of thin section C.243 in plane light (correct position). The longer side of the 
imagee represents 18.0 mm. Sedimentary lamination disrupted, folded and boudinaged. FIGURE 
3.5b.. Detail of thin section C.249 in cross-polarised light with gypsum wedge superposition 
(correctt position). The longer side of the image represents 9.0 mm. The diagonal, birefringent line 
'crosscutting'' the planar crack is defined as unistrial plasmic fabrics. Note that to the left, more 
short,, discontinuous birefringent 'lines' are parallel to this main feature. 
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Observingg pervasive, gravity-driven sediment deformation is - paradoxically enough -
oftenn not as straightforward as observing the just mentioned 'localised disturbances'. In 
ann exceptional case a thin section may show disruption or folding of the sedimentary 
layeringg (Fig. 3.5a), but mostly the deformation in our samples is 'merely' reflected in 
birefringencee characteristics. This birefringence is an optical property, only observable 
inn cross-polarised light, which is 'acquired' by sediments when micaceous clay minerals 
alignn parallel to each other as a response to imposed stresses (see Van der Meer, 1996). 
Itt is this 'behaviour' of the clay minerals that makes possible the identification of the 
so-calledd plasmic fabrics in a thin section of a deformed sediment. Plasmic fabric is a 
genericc term describing all patterns, organisations and orientations of material finer 
thann 30 urn (see definition in Brewer, 1976). Most types of plasmic fabric that we 
distinguishedd in the Alaskan sediments are unidirectional in character. They show up as 
bandss or lineations, which are - dependent on their appearance - either defined as 
unistriall  plasmic fabrics or as masepic plasmic fabrics. The unistrial plasmic fabrics 
consistt of discrete, thin, continuous 'linings' of oriented clay (Fig. 3.5b), whereas in the 
masepicc type, when viewed under the same magnification, the zones are broader, 
discontinuouss and consequently more diffuse. Both types have in common that 
individuall  domains (cf. Brewer, 1976) that form the features are oriented in (parallel) 
zoness in one direction, and that they are elongated parallel to the length of the zones. 
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FIGUREE 3.6a. (previous page) Detail of thin section C.247 in cross-polarised light with gypsum 
wedgee superposition. Top of the thin section (and core) is to the left. The longer side of the image 
representss 9.0 mm. Crosscutting planar plasmic fabrics render the sediment a 'flecked' character. 
Thee image shows light and dark 'streaks' that represent planes in which clays are preferentially 
oriented.. Note that the planes form an asymmetric pattern with respect to the core axis. FIGURE 
3.6b.. (previous page) Detail of thin section C.249 in cross-polarised light with gypsum wedge 
superposition.. Top of the thin section is to the left. The longer side of the image represents 18.0 
mm.. Another example of the 'flecked' plasmic fabric patterns. Note that the primary lamination is 
nott or hardly affected by the deformation. FIGURE 3.6c. Detail of thin section C.244 in cross-
polarisedd light with gypsum wedge superposition (correct position). The longer side of the image 
representss 11.2 mm. The image shows that the darker plasmic fabric zones (running from the 
upperr left corner diagonally down) are preferentially developed over the lighter zones running 
fromm the lower left corner up. At the intersection of the crosscutting features, the signals are 
superimposed.. FIGURE 3.6d. Detail of thin section C.244 in cross-polarised light with gypsum 
wedgee superposition. Top of the thin section is to the left. The longer side of the image represents 
18.00 mm. The distinct, light unistrials mask the conjugate direction of dark bands completely: 
preferentiall  development. 

I tt appears that these unidirectional plasmic fabric signals represent shear planes, along 

whichh slip displacements took place during the gravity-driven re-distribution of the 

sediment.. It was established that the planes generally occur in conjugate, crosscutting 

sets,, which are restricted to narrow (cm-scale), sub-parallel sided intervals in the cores. 

Thesee intervals are shear zones. The crosscutting sets render the sediment intervals a 

'flecked'' appearance (Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b): the shear zones are composed of lozenge-

shapedd areas of mostly isotropic, non-birefringent material that are bounded by the 

planess of oriented, birefringent material. It was also observed that one of the 

crosscuttingg sets takes up most of the strain: it is always one direction - either synthetic 

orr antithetic - that is preferentially developed at a given moment (Figs. 3.6c and 3.6d). 

Wee established that the sets of conjugate shear planes are not symmetrical, but 

asymmetricall  with respect to the core axis: they are slightly rotated. This tells us that the 

responsiblee shear stress had a deviatoric component. This observation rules out the 

possibilityy that failure was caused by the coring action, in which case the sets would be 
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symmetricall  (Van der Wateren, pers. comm). 

InIn seven of the thirteen samples - C 238, C.241, C.242, C.244, C.245, C.247 and C.249 

(seee Table 3.1, Fig. 3.1) - we could visually establish that the orientations of the shear 

planess (and the shape of the lozenges) are subject to considerable changes with depth in 

thee shear zones. Measurements of the up-core angle between the crosscutting sets of 

shearr planes in two of them - the ones that we consider most illustrative - confirm the 

suggestedd trend: in the interval between 142.2 cm and 140.7 cm in C.247, the obtuse 

anglee was found to decrease from 122.0° to 113.0° - almost 8 % in 1.5 cm. 

Similarr trends were established in thin section C.249. Between 208.3 cm and 205.7 cm 

depth,, the angle changes from 120.0° to 101.0°, a decrease of nearly 19 % in 2.6 cm. At 

204.88 cm depth, the angle seems to be 'reset' to 118.0°, but it appears to decrease again 

(~88 %) towards 200.9 cm depth (109.5°). Thin section C.249 thus exhibits two 

subsequentt trends. The trends are 'separated' by a subhorizontal fracture plane at 205.3 

cmm depth. 

DISCUSSION N 

Inn the following discussion we hypothesise that the observed trends in the orientation 

off  the shear planes are in fact characteristic for small-scale, gravity-driven slide 

movementss of sediment, and that the specific shear zone configuration may be used to 

differentiatee such mass movements from subglacial deformation. 

OnOn gravity-driven deformation 

Thee microscopically established 'concomitance' of load structures, fluid escape 

structuress and shear features gives us reason to assume that differential compaction, 

whichh we hold responsible for the occurrence of the 'localised disturbances', may also 

havee caused the presumed mass movements in the sediments: 

Wee postulate that the high deposition rates in the Alaskan fjords account for a situation 

thatt dissipation of pore-water (consolidation) cannot keep up with the pace of 

accumulationn of new sediment. We envisage that pore-water pressures in the resulting 

sedimentt stacks are generally high (see Powell and Molnia, 1989), and that shear 

strengthh of the sediment material is consequently low. 

Becausee material (including heavy IBRD) is continuously being added to the sediment 

stack,, it goes without saying that this situation is potentially unstable. As we mentioned 

earlier,, the episodic input of IBRD - spatially variable on the scale we are investigating -
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mayy account for local anomalies in the compaction characteristics of the sediments. It 

wass already postulated that this possibly leads to the formation of small-scale fluid 

escapee structures. We would now argue that these anomalies could also account for the 

locall  'inclinations*  that are required for starting small-scale mass movements: the weight 

off  a slanted sediment 'package' would in such a case have a slope-parallel gravitational 

component.. Such tangential stresses - provided they exceed the sediment strength, might 

actt as a driving shear stress. 

Thee subtle shear characteristics and the often nicely preserved sedimentary layering in 

thee thin sections lead us to infer that the 'pervasive' deformational features we 

encounteredd are reflective of (just) the initial stages of a mass movement process. On 

basiss of the micromorphological information we propose a scenario where packages 

(slabs)) of relatively coherent sediment - mostly not exceeding a few decimetres in 

thicknesss - are sliding along inclined, pre-determined basal planes. We estimate the 

actuall  displacements - before the sediment comes to rest in a more stable position - to 

bee in the order of a few centimetres at most. 

Onlyy when such a movement would continue for a longer time, or across a longer 

stretch,, more energy would become available for deformation, which would lead to 

sedimentt flow. Additional water would be taken up by the (by then) dilating sediment, 

whichh would lead to more reworking, and - ultimately - to complete homogenisation of 

thee sediment. Although we focus here on the slide-stage, it should be noted that slide 

andd flow are regarded interrelated - maybe even causal or evolutionary processes (cf. 

Hampton,, 1972; Postma, 1986; Syvitski et aL, 1987). It is also noted that the individual 

slidee movements we propose may also occur as singular events in a coupled deforming 

systemm of stacked slabs separated by (basal) slide planes. 

Wee argue that the recognised trends are typical and even diagnostic for slide-

movements.. Taking the up-core angle between conjugate shear planes as a 'measure' for 

thee trends, some important inferences can be made regarding deformation kinematics. 

Inn general, when sediments are subjected to simple shear, a deformable element within 

thee sediment will be 'stretched' in a direction oblique (or sub-parallel) to the shear sense, 

whereass in the direction normal to this, the same element experiences a consequent 

'contraction'' or a 'shortening'. 

Drawingg a parallel between the shear zones occurring in our soft Alaskan sediments and 

ductilee shear zones in metamorphic basement rocks - Ramsay (1980) reviewed 

kinematicss involved in the formation of the latter - we can say that the obtuse angle 

betweenn the conjugate shear directions - the one we measured - always faces the 

directionn of 'greatest shortening' of the deforming system. In other words: in each thin 
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sectionn we can actually reconstruct the shear stress that deformed the sediment under 

consideration. . 

Thee value of the angle tells us something about the magnitude of the strain: it may be 

statedd that the higher the amount of strain in a particular interval at a certain level, the 

moree obtuse the angle wil l become: with progressive deformation, individual shear 

planess may be expected to rotate more and more towards a parallel position with 

respectt to the actual shear sense (cf. Morgenstern and Tchalenko, 1967). 

Thiss behaviour is also the basis for the vertical trends that were established. During 

gravity-drivenn sliding of the sediment - most likely a kind of stick-slip movement - the 

partt of a slab directly overlying a slide plane wil l experience significant frictional drag 

stresses,, while the top of the slab remains virtually undeformed (situation I in Figure 

3.7:: note that the cartoon depicts a deforming system of stacked slabs). In other words: 

thee intensity of strain at a certain depth in the slab is reflected in the associated 

conjugatee shear planes. Just above the basal slide plane where strain is high, the shear 

planess wil l be flat lying: The up-core angle between the shears is consequently large. 

Higherr up where strain is lower, the conjugate shear planes are more oblique, and the 

anglee between the shears is accordingly smaller. 

I .. sliding I I . subglacial 

FIGUREE 3.7. Cartoon comparing the situations of gravity-driven sliding of sediment (I., on the 
left)) and subglacial deformation (II. on the right). In situation I, deformation is - as a result of 
frictionall  drag - most intense near the base of individually displacing units. Towards the top of 
thee units, the sediment becomes less and less deformed. The black strain marker in the sediment 
columnn illustrates this. The patterns formed by resulting conjugate shear planes are depicted 
schematicallyschematically in the accompanying column: near the base of individual slabs, the angle is greater; 
thee black dot indicates that the sediment at that particular depth is undeformed. The arrows 
indicatee the trends in the angles and in the deformation intensity. 

Inn situation II , the trends are reversed. As the point of stress application is at the contact between 
thee sediment and the overlying ice, the highest strain is measured at the top of the sediment 
column.. Note that the black strain marker may be continuous with depth. 
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ComparisonComparison to subglacial deformation 

Expandingg the idea that the angle between conjugate shear plane orientations reflects 

thee intensity of straining at a certain depth in a deformed sediment, we propose here 

thatt such vertical trends actually allow us to distinguish deformation as a result of 

gravity-drivenn sliding from deformation brought about by grounded ice, i.e. from 

subglaciall  deformation. As stated in the introduction to this paper, being able to 

differentiatee between these types of deformation is crucial when it comes to 'reading' 

sedimentaryy records representing glacimarine (grounding line) sequences. 

Wee explained the observed trends in gravity-driven slides by inferring that the basal part 

off  a mobilised 'slab' of sediment experiences more strain than the top (Figure 3.7, 

situationn I). Of course the examples we studied in this paper are only cm- or even mm-

scale,, but we would argue that also on a larger scale -for example when the thickness of 

thee mobilised slab is in the order of metres - such trends would be discernable; maybe 

nott in sets of unistrials, but certainly in overall deformational characteristics ('structural 

isomorphism'). . 

Similarly,, we can also say something about the situation of subglacial deformation. 

Becausee beneath active, i.e. not stationary, grounded ice, the point of shear stress 

applicationn is situated at, and parallel to the interface between the glacier sole and 

sediment,, the highest strain rates within the subglacially deforming layer will occur 

immediatelyy beneath the glacier sole. Subglacial deformation may be expected to 

decreasee gradually downwards, and will actually cease at some depth. At this specific 

depth,, the exerted shear stresses equal the local shear strength of the sediment (see e.g. 

Boultonn etal, 1974; Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987; Alley, 1991; Boulton, 1996). 

Althoughh this trend is reflected in a suite of micromorphological features across the 

entiree deforming layer (see Van der Meer, 1993), one might occasionally - in certain 

zoness - find the typical conjugate sets of shear planes. We therefore introduce a 

conceptuall  model - to stick to the example - outlining the to-be-expected trends in the 

orientationn of micro-scale conjugate shear planes. In the cartoon of Figure 3.7 (II) we 

depictedd a situation where the trends in the conjugate shears evolve repeatedly in 

betweenn discrete - subparallel and subhorizontal - failure planes. As in the sliding case, 

justt above the failure planes the sediment may experience some friction that could 

resultt in some drag deformation, but the most important strain developing would be 

thatt of the stresses generated by the moving, grounded ice on top of the sediment stack. 

Thee resulting trend in the angles may be expected to be decreasing in a downward 

direction,, i.e. exactly reversed compared to the sliding case (Fig. 3.7, situation I). 
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Onee has to bear in mind that the proposed model for the gravity-driven failure holds 

onlyy when the movement occurs as a slide. Once the stage of flow is reached, the 

sedimentt may pass through different types of deformation, experiencing both 

extensionall  and contractional distortions (Enos, 1977). This results in complex 

deformationall  structures and patterns, which complicates inferences about kinematics. 

Eventually,, the resulting deformation may actually be quite similar to deformation in 

thee subglacial case: the top of the sediment-flow profiles was in some cases shown to be 

moree deformed than the base (e.g. Hampton, 1972; Bertran, 1993). 

InIn conclusion 

Thee muds in the thin sections that were studied reflect fine particle sedimentation from 

turbidd meltwater plumes. The sedimentary records show cyclic diamictic intervals that 

weree produced by iceberg rafting and solitary sandy units that represent turbidites. 

Althoughh not the main purpose of this paper it can be concluded that the 

micromorphologicall  observations are in support of the sedimentation models for 

Alaskann fjords as they were proposed by Mackiewicz et al. (1984) and Cowan and Powell 

(1990). . 

Deformationall  features in the investigated sediments comprise syn-sedimentary loading 

andd fluid escape structures, as well as (ductile) shear zones. Analysis of the shear zone 

geometryy revealed that these must have resulted from gravity-driven, submarine slides. 

Thee trends in angles between crosscutting, conjugate shear planes are argued to be 

diagnosticc for such mass movements. Although the reported trends represent a rather 

specificc and small-scale example of mass movement, the concept of the kinematics 

involvedd could be generalised and as such be compared to the kinematics involved in 

subglaciall  deformation. It was concluded that the direction of the trend is a very good 

leadd in differentiating the two types of deformation. 
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Trustt I seek and I find in you 

Everyy day for us something new 

Openn mind for a different view 

Andd nothing else matters 

Jamess Hetfield 
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